Our Journey to the next Paradigm

It is impossible to legislate for the future. All we can do is vaguely guess
its essential tendencies and clear the way for it.
Those words by anarchist Peter Kropotkin 1 suggested that if steering of the future is to be considered it will
be through a very loose-linkage approach. Perhaps the idea of Build it and they will come! as in the Field of
Dreams story, would more aptly provide a viable approach to influencing civilization’s current heading.
Warnings of collapse of civilization as we known it are given by, The Union of Concerned Scientists, NASA,
IPCC,2 Post Carbon Institute, and other science-based organizations. They tell us that we are entering a
period of consequences foretold in the seminal ’72 booklet, Limits To Growth. This classic was revisited in
2010 by the Smithsonian Magazine (Note: All web links in this text were visited April/18/14) finding that the
original projections of how the future may unfold to be close to reality up to that time. Graphical imagery
indicates we are rounding the top of the growth curve toward a downslope and a potential rapid rise in
chaos and a drop in human population at about 2030.
Fossil fuels remain the principal energy of modern industrial society, providing over 80% of its energy 3.
Peak oil has not gone away but delayed a few years by development of resources that produce everlowering Energy Return On Invested energy that is spent finding, extracting, refining, etc. leading to
increased CO2 per unit of useful energy delivered.
Even with expanding renewable energy resources, the “E” for Energy remains critical and there can be no
solution within the current growth-driven paradigm for the same reasons that led to the formulation of the
Jevons paradox in 1865. Economist Jevon discovered that increased energy efficiency simply enabled
more energy usage. But there are two other critical “E’s” in the global culture. These are the Environment
and the Economy. If/when any one of these 3Es falters to a critical level, chaos will overtake order and
many of today’s doomsayers will be proven correct.
However, as more and more individuals become affected at the personal level by growing issues from any
of the 3Es, such crises create opportunities to initiate positive change – providing we have built and
presented alternative possibilities. Donella Meadows refers to such opportunities as leverage points 4.
Critical faults in the economics “E”, and the control of monetary flows are far too numerous to elaborate in
this paper: A good summary can be found in William Engdahl’s ’09 book, The Gods Of Money 5. The
economic bubble of 2008 demonstrated civilization’s vulnerability to these flaws and we began to realize too
late that a few key banks are now too big to fail. These teetering banks were propped up by massive
injections of fiat money created out of nothing and now are on life-support requiring regular money
injections from the central bank, under the obfuscation label of, quantative easing.
The environmental “E” defining the foundational elements that support life on earth – the oceans, the
atmosphere, biodiversity – are in rapid decline 6. And yet today’s economic mindset continues to consider
nature to be an externality to the economic system. “When you have to classify the very capacity of the
Earth to support life as an "externality, then it is time to rethink your theory.” – ecological economist Herman
Daly 7.
But world government policies do not reflect the crisis of the 3Es. Leadership steerage of our course into
the future is guided by the (un)holy grail of infinite growth in human activity. Why? Why don’t our
governments just get together at the UN and hammer out solutions to this dire global issue?
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The short answer is that they cannot. The voters would not let them. Government leaders explained this to
the Club Of Rome scientists in 1973 after a presentation on the Limits To Growth booklet 8. A circle of
interactive issues render today’s national governments powerless to deal with the crisis facing us. They are
trapped in paradigm paralysis. The term wicked problem 9 describes such an issue. An understanding of
why governments are powerless to change course is a prerequisite to considering any form of guidance
toward an improved outcome. The next section describes the wicked problem that we must deal with.
Notes: In the following text the rich interweave of sunshine, mineral elements and the diversity of life
on earth will be referred to as Gaia, as defined by scientist James Lovelock.
Human Activity refers to both gross population numbers and gross resource throughput.
The Circle of Issues – the cause of paradigm paralysis:
Individual categories noted here overlap borders and jurisdictions and are highly interactive. It is this
interactivity and the lack of holistic regulation that cause the crippling effect. To consider resolution it is
necessary to eliminate or re-design the confounding issues that can be changed and learn how to deal with
those that cannot be changed. It is not coincidental that this is similar to the advice given to recovering
addicts in the serenity prayer. An associated term is bottoming out, the point when an addict finally accepts
that business as usual will likely lead to destitution and/or death: After this point is reached final acceptance,
a new world view can begin to form 10.
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CIRCLE CENTER
Gaia – Not human-controllable
Sustaining stability within our sun-energized planet’s land and oceans and thin atmosphere must become
priority one. While not controllable, massive growth in human activity now affects Gaia.
Human Nature – Not human-controllable
When governing ourselves we need to accommodate the good, the bad and the ugly because of our wide
ranging mix of inborn psychological characteristics. However, we are relatively programmable by external
suggestion, a characteristic targeted by religions and corporate marketers, using a wide variety of wellhoned techniques. Nevertheless, we are not all the same, as explained by social psychologist Milgram who
states: “We are puppets controlled by the strings of society. Yet what is also true is that not all puppets jump
when their strings are pulled.” Expanding on Milgram’s observations that some do, and some don’t, a rough
80/20 guideline can be useful when considering a variety of issues. It suggests that 80% will do this and
20% will not. But the 80% line is arbitrary and fuzzy. This ratio is useful when considering an individual’s
sexual orientation or aptitudes, or how individuals respond to information that contradicts their long held
beliefs, whether their religion or other elements of their comfortable paradigm. The same ratio applies also
to genetic variation enabling evolution and will also be a vital enabler of revolutionary social change upon
which our survival as a species likely depends!
Anthropologist Gregory Bateson uses the term abstract deductions in reference to various human-made
mental structures that shape our paradigm. The operations of institutions, language and common values
are abstract deductions. They give shape and structure to religions, governments, or the rules that define a
corporation or a baseball game. While essential for day-to-day clarity in life, they can have a serious down
side, as commented by Zen philosophical Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, who states:
Man makes many tools and uses them effectively in various fields of his activity, but he is always exposing
himself to the tyranny of the tools he has made. The result is that he is no more master of himself, but an abject
slave to his surroundings and the worst thing is that he is not conscious of this fact.

The principal belief that drives civilization toward chaos is the economic growth edict and the belief that
increasing Gross Domestic Product and more human activity will solve our global problems, in other
words, “doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results, Einstein’s definition of
insanity.
Psychologist Daniel Golemen helps us understand why we-the-people, not only follow our governments,
but many vociferously deny the scientific warnings.
There is an almost gravitational pull toward putting out of mind unpleasant facts. And our collective ability to face
painful facts is no greater than our personal one. We tune out, we turn away, we avoid. Finally we forget, and
forget we have forgotten. A lacuna hides the harsh truth.

TOP LEFT, in purple – The Money System – A human-controllable variable
Private and Corporate Control of the debt-based money system:
The importance of monetary system control cannot be overstated. As a means of exchange of goods and
services, this human-created tool is essential for any form of civilization beyond hunter-gatherer. It is the
master regulator of human activity. It is an integral part of our lives that gives access to life essentials. It
influences daily decisions ranging from purchases to procreation. Its importance is well understood by
those who control it, as indicated in a quote by Mayer Amschel Rothschild, founder of the House of
Rothschild: “Let me issue and control a nation’s money and I care not who writes the laws” 11.
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Over the centuries, monetary value has been based on a variety of real commodities ranging from tulips
bulbs to gold. In the Nixon era the gold-based world standard US dollar was set free as a “fiat” dollar,
based on a shared agreement of value. The primary money supply to the economy is created by banks that
demand interest plus loan repayment. This system guarantees expansion of human activity in order to earn
the money to pay off the loan plus the interest. A side effect is guaranteed inflation. As economist John
Kenneth Galbraith once famously observed, “The process by which money is created is so simple it repels
the mind.”
The money system either influences or affects all other elements of this circle of issue and there can be no
resolution of our wicked problem until the money system is under the regulatory control of a dynamic
science-based system of governance with a goal of eventual sustainability.
RIGHT SIDE, in yellow - from the top




Limited Regional Autonomy – A human-controllable variable
Absentee Landlords are now mostly corporations: New Federal trade agreements often give foreign
corporations land-use rights beyond regional control.
Gaian and Human well-being are not Strategic Goals – A human-controllable variable
False Concept of Wealth – A human-controllable variable
Society tends to value money over life essentials.

THE THREE BOTTOM LINE ISSUES, in green – The 3Es


Fossil Fuel Depletion – A Human controllable variable
Global Warming – A (mostly) Human controllable variable
Biodiversity Depletion – A (mostly) Human controllable variable

THREE HUMAN NATURE ISSUES, in pink


Human Nature not integral part of social design – A Human controllable variable



Compexity Overload – isolation of issues – Not human controllable
We live in a society absolutely dependent on science and technology and yet have
cleverly arranged things so that almost no one understands science and technology.
That’s clearly a prescription for disaster! ~Carl Sagan~



Human enchantment with, and devotion to, abstract deductions – Not human-controllable
A short quote penned by George Lakoff:
The notion that people will give up irrational beliefs when presented with solid evidence
is itself an irrational belief, unsupported by the evidence.



Human Activity now beyond Gaian limits – A Human controllable variable
The issue of human population has always been contentious and generally avoided in high level
discussions. The approach in the following envisioned dynamic governance is to scientifically
measure the sustainability level of each Region of the world and let the people of the Region take
appropriate action.

Note: While the non-human controllable variables are not changeable, education can heighten our
awareness of them to enable us to deal with them effectively.
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Design considerations for a viable system of governance
Governance by Natural Processes (GNP)
No problem can be solved by the same consciousness that created it.
We need to see the world anew.
~ Albert Einstein
The precarious state of each of the 3Es demands rapid abandonment of the sinking ship of nation state
politics. Growing chaos may cause some leaders to seek alternative governance models, but in their
absence violent chaotic behaviour is likely.
To date many thoughtful grass-root change initiatives have been inward, toward separation, or localization,
which is a natural response to a pervasive threat. However, a genetic-based response alone is inadequate
to deal with the comprehensiveness of today’s threat, a threat in which the daily activities of each of us
contribute in part. Our response needs to be both, inward and outward, local and planetary. Buckminster
Fuller’s Spaceship Earth concepts and ideas captured the essence, where the localized units are active
components of the whole ship.
The basic design of a different form of civil management can reap the benefits of years of accumulated
wisdom and knowledge, such as the United Nation’s Human Development Index and many others. It can
plan to build from today’s technologies and capitalize on recent relevant events and growing social change
movements, including regional separation ambitions in several parts of the world. For any novel complex
system design, the end result must be envisioned, documented and found to be both sound and desirable
by a few key players prior to detailed component design. This overall process might be called the Paradigm
Junction Project (PJP).
The ’03 book, Gaian Democracies 12, delves into the similarity between the dynamics of naturally evolved
living systems and a viable form of governance. A living body has a goal: It is composed of many
semiautonomous organs that make up the whole, it has a central brain, it has sensors to be aware of
external conditions and internal system functions. Feedback loops make adjustments needed to achieve
the holistic goal of short and long term survival. Synergistically speaking, the whole is far greater than the
sum of the parts. These are also characteristics of human-designed complex systems ranging from a
home-heating system, to aircraft, or to corporate Quality Assurance systems, an interactive design
approach to management of groups of individuals in relatively autonomous subsections of whole operations
that ensures that corporate goals are continuously met.
These thoughts underlie the basis for Governance by Natural Processes (GNP). The drawing below
sketches the outline of how governance could possibly be described in a few decades if we soon begin the
Paradigm junction Project to design, build and then initiate an outreach processes to reach the vital 20%
who may be receptive to a new world view. Many of these have joined a variety of disparate social
movements that need a combining element to gain the synergy boost of compatible cooperative efforts.
The concept of GNP may appeal to the people of a few small nation states that have fallen under the
controlling grip of the World Bank that tends to promote pro-corporate agenda.
Note: The following text is written in backcast – as if it had already happened. In 2050 a teacher is
describing to students how rapid changes, several decades before, had altered the basis for their
general paradigm. The teacher had explained that after centuries of growth in human population and
resource development, the political economy continued into the future based on historical constitutions,
rights and laws, even though scientists of the times told them that significant change was essential.
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World Government in 2050 after a few decades of mildly chaotic change
Brief overview:
The science-based alarm bells were growing louder toward the end of the 19th century and early in the 21st.
But the National governments were steadfast in demanding ever more growth. The denial industry was
created to generate uncertainty and doubt about the scientists’ unsettling claims. Appealing to human
nature, the denialists gave comfort to those who were unfamiliar with, or unaccepting of, science but who
wished for continued stability of, ‘the way things are in suburbia’.
But after the century junction, social unrest increased dramatically when global warming and anticipated
chaotic weather patterns, not only became evident but directly impacted millions of people. Another cause
for alarm was the astonishing growth in economic disparity. Rapid inflation was reducing purchasing power
for those with jobs, and eliminating purchasing power for the growing numbers of unemployed. The times
were ripe for change, one way or the other
When the Paradigm Junction outreach team presented the Governance by Natural Processes (GNP)
concept to various groups demanding change, it was found compatible with their hopes for a different way
of running a government. Transition and localization movements merged in common-cause and soon
gained support of both, rich and poor, young and old, people who were well informed through easily
accessible information. But mostly, it was the young that demanded change. They were keenly aware of
the price of failure; for them, failure was not an option.
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Because of pressure from the grass roots, some of today’s many Regions began as small countries, or
provinces or states, of much larger countries. But because of common ecosystems, mountains, rivers, etc.,
many borders soon changed with the mutual agreement of involved Regions. Regions are significantly
independent, autonomous and generally maintain their inherited cultural customs. The red lines drawn
between Regions and the United Regions (UR) act like a central nerve system. They are busy data
exchange routes. The Regional governments administer most local affairs. However, if they wish to
participate in a modern technological economic cooperative involving trade with other Regions they must
comply with specific rules of the UR organization. The example arrows to/from Region B illustrate local
trade. Region’s WX & Y are shown as part of a continental hub group, for special trade and cooperation
and other matters related to their common geology. The independent Region(s) shown at the top
represents a few aboriginal communities who wish to develop independently, with minimal contact with
outside world. Their security and independence is protected by the UR security forces.
One of the Regional UR requirements is to produce a regularly updated Regional Wealth Factor (WF) report
that provides a wide variety of information. There are assessments, measurements and statistics on such
data as Regional energy generation and energy use, the wellbeing of forests and wildlife, food production
surplus or deficit, capabilities in manufacturing, the arts, and a wide range of assets and deficits including
human happiness. Population level is also reported. These data represent the current state of a Region’s
wealth, health and happiness. The data is used by all branches of the UR organization.
The United Regions main buildings still reside in the New York City but most UR employees work from
home or branch offices in their home Region, participating in UR activities by electronic means.
The UR State Of Gaia (SOG) section consists mostly of scientists that measure and report on all the
parameters that define the wellbeing of the mother system, Gaia. Besides observations on whole-earth
issues, they also analyze the detailed ecological wellbeing data from the monthly Regional Wealth Factor
(WF) reports.
The UR Human Activity Index (HAI) section has many statisticians, psychologists, sociologists and
economists. They receive the WF data from all Regions to develop the HAI reports. Besides information on
general human population wellbeing and happiness, there is also data on corporate wellbeing. For each
Region, the HAI develop their wealth per capita ratio. This provides each Region vital data needed to
manage many of their internal affairs. One example would be for a Region with a very negative WF balance,
where the Regional government would need to encourage lower fertility rates to slowly reduce their gross
population. When Regions first joined the GNP cooperative, those that had very low wealth per capita ratio,
received a time-limited compensation arrangement to improve their living conditions until they became able
to manage their assets and deficits in resources more effectively.
The Global Standards (GS) group create the laws that apply to world affairs. Many of these are new, but
most were originally established in the previous century. The GS group designed and now administers the
Wealth Factor rules. Like a corporate Quality Assurance group, one section of the GS directs auditing
procedure to verify the accuracy of each Region’s internal assessment, and general compliance to UR
regulations. They also monitor compliance to the operating procedures of the other UR branches. The GS
group establishes standards for human wellbeing against which Regions can assess their internal status.
The Bank Of Gaia (BOG) creates and controls global currency. It is a commodity-based monetary system
and the commodity is based on real global wealth, as recommended years ago by Riane Eisler 13, “Real
wealth is a measurement of a robust ecology and the general health and happiness of the people”. The
total amount of global currency is limited and always accounted for. This requires continuous transparency
of monetary holdings by individuals, corporations and Regional governments. The amount that BOG puts
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into circulation is based on regional/global wealth factors and a variety of other considerations. All
monetary transactions are conducted electronically. While there is one global currency, the currency of
each Region has a special code that enables unrestricted trade within that Region, but only by individuals
registered in that Region. This prevents unapproved mass migration from one Region to another resulting
from large differences in the wealth per capita ratio. Each Region requires such control to manage its
internal affairs.
Trans-Regional trade is generally given easy access but trade can be limited by any Regional government
as a control measure for various reasons. For example, if a Region’s wealth per capita ratio is low they may
limit external spending. Or trade restrictions can be targeted to pressure a rogue Region into compliance
with the UR guidelines. Trade restrictions are used as a tool of persuasion rather than the previous era’s
military adventures.
A limited version of Wealth Factor (WF) data had started in the previous century under the name, Ecological
Footprint. Now the WF system provides data such as Regional energy generation and usage with a large
negative score for fossil fuel dependence, but large positive score for surplus renewable energy. Parts of
the mix are: forests and wildlife; food production surplus or deficit; capabilities in manufacturing, education,
the arts and a wide range of asset and deficit flows that are vital to the people of a modern technological
economic cooperative. Because of the diversity of needs, it is likely that no Region will be able to exist
without trade with other Regions.
United Regions Defence is administered by the UR with bases in various Regions. Now, in 2050, there has
been a significant reduction in size of the overall operation as the nationalistic prides and fantasies from the
infinite growth era have faded into history.
Life in a Region
Most Regions have a fixed wage, making work for pay optional. But individuals have a limit to monetary
accumulation. On average, a work week is about 20 hours, although for many, more hours are spent on
volunteer work close to home. Many participate in a diversity of joint projects with participants from all over
the world.
Human responsibility is understood to be a prerequisite to human rights. When a Regional government
would like to make a long term improvement in its wealth-per-capita ratio, it can create programs to promote
small families. Women now have primary responsibility in fertility control and have free access to safe and
effective birth control.
The corporate world of 2050
In order for corporations to flourish in this changed environment some of the human-created concepts of the
old era had to change. The concept of land or natural resource ownership by individuals or corporations is
long gone. Shareholders of corporations are no longer individuals but are Regional governments that buy
or sell shares in a stock market-like forum. Corporate goals have changed from, shareholder and
management profit, to achievement of global success as a producer of valuable durable product, whether
housewares or clothing, computers or entertainment arts. Some corporations are purely research-oriented,
while some carry out projects on a global scale.
Energy issues in the world of 2050
Statistical review of energy used in the growth era indicates that more than 50% had been wasted or used
frivolously 14. As more and more Regions joined the expanding ER economic cooperative, fossil fuel usage
plummeted. It is now a small fraction of usage in the past era, used mostly in aviation and cargo ships but
there is also significantly less traffic in these modes. Most land travel is by electric motive power, with
continental and intercity rail carrying most freight and passenger traffic. Each Region has its own separable
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smart grid, but these are usually interconnected to and through other Regions to benefit from supply stability
over a large geographic area. This helps overcome natural ebbs and flows in wind or solar inputs.
However, both homes and industries have a degree of energy storage making them capable of being offgrid from time to time with little interruption in normal operations.
In 2050 the UE annual report indicates that our global ecological footprint is still far greater than a
sustainable level, but we are on target to reach that point in about 30 years.

~~~~~
Now that we have entered the period of consequences,
Are we ready to enact?
On November 12, 1936 Winston Churchill grew so exasperated with the continuing failure of
Britain to prepare for Hitler’s onslaught that he charged in a speech to the House of Commons:
“The government simply cannot make up their minds, or they cannot get the Prime Minister to
make up his mind. So they go on in strange paradox, decide only to be undecided, resolve to be
irresolute, adamant for drift, solid for fluidity, all –powerful to be impotent... the era of
procrastination, of half-measures, of soothing and baffling expedients of delays, is coming to its
close. In its place we are entering a period of consequences.”

This nearly 70-year-old speech rings true today. But Churchill finally did convince the waffling
parliamentarians to wake up, dust off their familiar war machinery and go to war with a clearly-defined
enemy. The waffling of today’s world governments has a significantly different cause requiring a
significantly different approach.
Today’s leaders and followers been led into a dead-end trap brought about by the confluence of time,
tradition, human nature, circumstances and, up until recently, the lack of tools to provide a whole-world
vision of the physical realities that define our fragile and finite planet. But we now have had those tools for a
few decades along with vastly-improved communications technologies and other advantages not available
to earlier generations.
It’s time to use these new tools along with accumulated wisdom to design and build a viable system of
governance - and then proceed in the spirit of, If we build it, they will come!
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The Anarchist, Irving Louis Herewitz,1964

Web pages April 18/14:
Union of Concerned Scientists – http://www.ucsusa.org/global_warming/
NASA– http://www.theguardian.com/environment/earth-insight/2014/mar/14/nasa-civilisationirreversible-collapse-study-scientists
IPCC http://ipcc-wg2.gov/AR5/images/uploads/IPCC_WG2AR5_SPM_Approved.pdf
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“The Energy Information Administration estimates that in 2007 the primary sources of energy
consisted of petroleum 36.0%, coal 27.4%, natural gas 23.0%, amounting to an 86.4% share for fossil
fuels in primary energy consumption in the world.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fossil_fuel
3

Leverage points explained by Donella Meadows (co-researcher in the Limits To Growth project)
Whole Earth, Winter, 1997 –
http://center.sustainability.duke.edu/sites/default/files/documents/system_intervention.pdf
4

The Gods Of Money, William Engdahl, summary along with other books – http://gaiapc.ca/PJ/3aMCP.pdf (April 18/14)
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Ocean acidification: NationalGeographic.com –
http://ocean.nationalgeographic.com/ocean/critical-issues-ocean-acidification/
Biodiversity decline, Nature.com – http://www.nature.com/citable/knowledge/library/causesand-consequences-of-biodiversity-declines-16132475 .
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An interview with Herman Daly: Wild Earth, fall/winter 2004-5 –
http://www.uvm.edu/~jbrown7/HermanDaly.pdf (April 18/14)
Similar points by Nate Hagens, The Oil Drum, posted September 20, 2013 - 12:27am –
http://www.theoildrum.com/node/8402 (April 18/14)
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The government response described in a personal letter to this author from Alexander King, cofounder Club of Rome, January 1993 http://gaiapc.ca/PJ/KingLetter.pdf (April 18/14)
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Wicked Problems consisting of distributed issues that cannot be solved,
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ac4d – http://www.ac4d.com/home/philosophy/understanding-wicked-problems/ (April 18/14)
Bottoming out: “For decades we have listened to the "experts" tell us recovery cannot happen
until the addict or alcoholic hits bottom. Bottom for most alcoholics and addicts is jail, institutions,
or death. Are you willing to wait?”
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https://shine.yahoo.com/love-sex/help-your-addict-alcoholic-hit-bottom-371537.html
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See footnote 5.

Gaian Democracies, 2003. Schumacher Briefings #9, Roy Madron and John Jopling
http://www.gaiandemocracy.net/LEADING_THE_GAIAN_REVOLUTION_AN_INTRODUCTION.html
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The Real Wealth of Nations, Riane Eisler, 2009
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Three excellent articles on waste:
Towards a Green Economy, Investing in energy and resource efficiency: Waste, online release
http://www.unep.org/greeneconomy/Portals/88/documents/ger/GER_8_Waste.pdf
14

World wastes up to a third of produced food, says World Bank, Tom Revell, Blue and Green Tomorrow,
Saturday, March 1st, 2014 http://blueandgreentomorrow.com/2014/03/01/world-wastes-up-to-athird-of-produced-food-says-world-bank/
The Story of Stuff Project, 2013 (Annie Leonard?) http://storyofstuff.org/
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